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The destruction of all life on Earth
as a result of evil human experiments Reason and explanation
BD 8609

received 07.09.1963

Reason for the work of transformation ....
You will ﬁnd it increasingly more understandable that a tremendous change
will have to happen, which will involve people's spiritual as well as their
earthly life .... For the state they have reached can only be improved by
a massive intervention, and although this will take place in an earthly
way it will also result in a spiritual change .... For everything has become
disorderly, people's spiritual development has come to a standstill and in
many cases even a decline can be noticed, hence the earth is barely fulﬁlling
its purpose anymore and needs to go through a transformation .... lawful
order has to be restored again, all spiritual substances must be allocated
the place which corresponds to their degree of maturi or development.
And people must especially integrate themselves into the right order again
if they are to reach the goal one day: to become perfect according to their
purpose .... Were you humans able to have an overview of the spiritual
as well as the earthly chaos which presently prevails on earth, you, too,
would realise that the only way out is a huge change, yet for the most
part you are spiritually unenlightened and have no idea about your actual
purpose of existence. is is already part of the low spiritual level, for you
do nothing to obtain a little light as to why you live on earth. And you also
reject your fellow human beings when they want to enlighten you of it.
Everything has become disorderly because people's free will itself revokes
the order, with the result that all still developing spiritual substances are
unable to make progress, since people prevent their being of service and
yet they can only advance by way of being of service .... erefore divine
order has to be restored again one day, and everything must ﬁt in with this
law .... People must voluntarily live in divine order, then they will also help
the spiritual substances still bound within the works of creation to fulﬁl
their serving function, they will be used appropriately and thereby slowly
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ascend too. Anyone who is spiritually enlightened, who, through a life of
love, has awakened the spirit within him to life, will recognise the urgent
situation and will also fully understand the work of transformation, which
will shortly be carried out on earth, for he knows that there is no other way
out, he knows that all spirits are in the midst of a process of return, that this
has come to a halt and that something urgently needs to happen so that
this process can continue with promising results.
e time granted for the spiritual beings'development has come to an
end, and thus all that which failed when it reached the state of free will
must start the process of development again according to its degree of
maturi , whereas the still bound spiritual substance will enter into new
forms, also in line with its degree of maturi . is, therefore, necessitates
a total transformation of Earth, the termination of all life, the dissolution
of all external covers which still held the spiritual beings captive, and a
complete redevelopment, the emergence of new creations. And this new
work of creation will also be inhabited by people again who had reached
full maturi on the old earth, who had remained faithful to their God and
Creator even during their worst temptations through God's adversary, who
remained faithful to Him until the end .... until they were li ed away in
order to be returned to Earth again as the root of a new human race .... You
humans are facing this enormous transformation, and you are told time
and again to prepare yourselves for it .... so that you will not belong to those
whose fate will be a renewed banishment into the creations of the earth ....
And if you only have a glimmer of faith in a God and Creator, then pray
to Him that He may save you from this fate, and He will truly grant your
prayer .... If you are unable to believe, that is, if you are not convinced of
an end, then at least take the possibili into account and live your life on
earth accordingly, for the time which is still granted to you until the end
will pass by quickly and you should and still can use this time well if only
you didn't reject the thoughts in you which keep reminding you of that
which is proclaimed to you through your fellow human beings .... Live as if
the next day would be your last, and truly, you will not get lost .... And only
pay attention to what is happening in the world and around you, and you
yourselves will realise that the only successful solution is for everything
to be replaced .... that a new Earth has to be created, so that the spiritual
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development can be continued again with a favourable outcome ....
Amen

BD 5383

received 06.05.1952

Serious admonition ....
e ﬁnal phase of the earth ....
Your well-ordered life will only last a little while longer in order to then
be plunged into a chaos which you cannot escape with your own strength.
For then the earth will enter its ﬁnal phase, it will be approaching its end
.... is prediction has to be taken very seriously, since it is intended to
make you aware that your time, too, is coming to an end, that you don't
have a long lifespan le and many will even have to brace themselves to be
suddenly recalled before. Every day you are still alive is a gi you should
value, for every good deed you do in one day will increase your strength,
which you will sorely need to make use of in the coming time. However,
anyone who thoughtlessly lives without love and faith will be completely
without strength or hand himself over to the one who will certainly provide
him with strength but will not protect him from the end, from the last
Judgment, from the renewed banishment in solid matter. Don't sell your
soul for a price which will truly not make up for the hardship the soul has yet
to go through when its earthly life comes to an end .... I cannot admonish
you o en and seriously enough about this, because I want to prepare a
blissful fate for you. Yet you humans don't believe what I repeatedly let
seers and prophets proclaim to you .... you don't believe it and I cannot force
you to believe. You are truly worldly-minded and incredibly distant from
being spiritual, you are completely immersed in matter and this matter will
overwhelm you, it will completely imprison you again because you don't
want to let go of it as long as you have the strength to hold on.
Try to imagine just for once imprisonment in hardest matter and being
unable to free yourselves from it. e thought would give you tremendous
strength to avoid this fate, yet you lack belief in it and I cannot give you this
belief, you will have to acquire it for yourselves through a life of love ....
en the whole context will become clear to you and also the signiﬁcance
of your earthly life as a human being .... And you would be alarmed as
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to how much you deviate from the task given to you for the time of your
existence on earth .... Do good works, force yourselves to do so, learn to do
without for the sake of your fellow human being, alleviate suﬀering and
hardship, comfort and refresh those who are sick and weak, lend a merciful
hand wherever you see misery .... you won't just do it for others but also for
yourselves, for your soul will come alive and every good deed will gain you
spiritual enlightenment .... you will attain spiritual vision and recognise
My great love where you still see today the merciless reign of a power which
only wants to torture you on earth .... Listen to My repeated call of warning
and admonition and don't let it bypass your ears unheeded, let go of your
desire for material things, only consider the salvation of your soul and
don't worry, for I will also take care of you in an earthly sense if only you
seriously take care of your soul, which is in utmost danger because the end
is near ....
Amen

BD 4984

received 17.10.1950

Accountabili on the Day of Judgement ....
Redeemer Jesus Christ ....
Sooner or later all of you will have to give account of yourselves before My
judgment seat and remember every hour you wasted and lost for eterni .
Sooner or later all of you will have to confess your sins because they become
apparent and cannot be kept secret any longer, for nothing remains hidden
before My eyes. And thus I demand an account for all your thoughts, words
and actions. And you should remember this Day of Judgment if you think
that you can sin with impuni , this day, when all of you will have to be
answerable about your way of life on earth. It will come without fail and
take all of you by surprise because you don't expect it quite so soon. Yet it
will come like a thief in the night, without warning and in silence, it will
come when no-one expects it. And yet not unannounced, for long before I
will have drawn people's attention to it, to the Day of Judgment, the day of
the end and the destruction of this earth. e fact that you humans do not
want to believe it will not change My plan of eterni , for this day has been
predetermined according to My will and human will shall be unable to
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postpone it but must submit to My will. e reason why I speak to people
time and again through servants on earth and in the kingdom of light is
due to the fact that a day like that, which concludes an unimaginably long
period of development, shall not come unannounced to humankind. e
Day of Judgment is the conclusion of an earthly period which was granted
to people for their salvation. During this developmental period people
received a special privilege .... the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ Himself
came to earth in order to help those people who wanted to fail in their
process of development.
And thus people were able to redeem themselves if only they wanted to.
If, however, their will fails then it will be their own fault, and as long as
people live on earth I warn them time and again about this fault. eir
fault only consists of the fact that they don't want to accept help but are too
weak on their own. What they can do they don't want to do, hence they will
also have to take responsibili for what they don't want to do. is is why
everyone will be held to account on the last day, for they all had a measure
of blessings at their disposal which could have helped them to ascend with
ease. And the indications of the end through seers and prophets are part
of theses blessings. But anyone who does not listen to them, who does not
give credence to them, does nothing for his own redemption either. I always
admonished and warned people through seers and prophets, and the o en
enough announced end of the old earth also explains the emergence of
prophets in My name, because I won't leave people without warning and
they are living in the last days, because the end is so near that all of you
would be shocked if you knew the day and the hour. Time and again I draw
your attention to it yet no-one shall be forced to believe it, but woe to those
who listened to My Word and refused to believe it .... who recognised it as
My Word and yet do not believe in the end and the Judgment and therefore
do not prepare themselves for the end. Woe to them .... for the hour will
take them by surprise when the last Judgment arrives ....
Amen
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BD 8026

received 25.10.1961

Spiritual low level is the reason for the disintegration ....
A considerable spiritual decline is noticeable, for people pay little attention
to events which happen on the spiritual level .... ey just observe worldly
events and the eﬀects of these on their physical life, they merely entertain
earthly thoughts and have no contact whatsoever with the spiritual world.
Rarely, if ever, are their thoughts directed towards the kingdom that is not
of this world .... ey only believe what they can see and doubt all spiritual
happenings. ey don't believe in Me or they would try to make contact
with Me, their God and Creator of eterni .... ey consider everything
spiritual as unreal and thus don't investigate it, and if they get drawn into
conversations about Me by their fellow human beings they don't want to
know and even frankly admit their disbelief. ey have no spiritual links
because they are held captive by earthly matter and thus by My adversary,
to whom they belong and from whom they do not intend to dissociate
either.
Hence the considerably low spiritual level, which is the reason for the
end of the old earth, the end of a period of Salvation, which requires
the disintegration of the earthly creation. For the earth shall be a place of
education for the soul which lives on earth embodied as a human being. But
the spirit within the human being is no longer taken notice of, the human
being considers his earthly life an end in itself and no longer does justice to
his actual task, he does not comply with his task on earth. He ignores the
spiritual development of his soul .... He lives in complete ignorance of his
earthly task and will never gain any knowledge of it either since he refuses
to be informed of it. He rejects every explanation or instruction given to
him by faithful people and cannot be forced into realisation because this
contradicts My love and wisdom ....
And therefore I will use other methods before the end in order to motivate
the few, who are not entirely enslaved by My adversary, to make them think
.... ese methods will, in fact, be very painful because people have to be
severely aﬀected by fate in order to come to their senses and take the path
to Me. For they will get into serious diﬃculties in which they can no longer
expect earthly help .... And then it will be possible that they will remember
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the Power Which had created them .... en it will be possible that they will
call to this Power from the bottom of their heart .... And then I will truly
hear their call and also answer their prayer, and I will reveal Myself to them
through obvious help, through saving them from their adversi . Yet I will
take no notice of words merely voiced by the lips .... However, a heartfelt
prayer, a prayer in spirit and in truth will be granted by Me, because I still
want to gain every soul before the end so that it will not go astray again for
an inﬁnitely long time ....
People's spiritual decline is the cause for considerable and harsh strokes of
fate which still have to befall humani in order to change their thoughts,
as far as this is at all possible. e ﬂeeting nature of earthly possession will
still bring many a person to his senses and prompt him to seriously consider
the state of his soul. Yet their will shall always remain free, and they have
to take the path to Me entirely uninﬂuenced .... But their deliverance is
guaranteed if they take this path, for it only concerns their soul's salvation
and not their physical well-being ....
It only concerns their acknowledgement of Me, that they believe in Me,
which they should demonstrate by their appeal to Me in spirit and in
truth .... And they will be saved from ruin, they will be seized by My
loving Fatherly hand and wrested from My adversary's clutches, who has
no authori over people's free will and shall lose his claim on this soul. And
every human being will truly be blessed who still professes Me before the
end .... who takes refuge with Me in his adversi and then allows himself
to be seized by My love. For I will not let him fall, and he will thank Me
eternally that I have fought for his soul until the end, that My love le no
stone unturned in order to win it forever ....
Amen
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BD 4320

received 01.06.1948

e present time will lead to the end ....
And time and again I say to you: You will experience the end .... It is
an urgent wake-up call which I send to people who presently inhabit the
earth, it is a call which I will still intensi because you need to let go of your
conviction that you still have much time le , because you need to spend
thought on a sudden end and try to come close to Me. You have only little
time le and very soon will be startled out of your calm, fear will enter your
hearts which you can only banish by calling upon Me, by faithful prayer,
which will provide you with strength and composure. e time is fulﬁlled,
and even if you resist this thought .... you must prepare yourselves for
whatever the end entails. It is you who will experience the last battle, who
ought to win it; it is you who will experience the last Judgment, who will
either see My coming in the clouds and the homecoming of the righteous or
the ﬁnal act of destruction take place, depending on your attitude towards
Me, depending on your will and your love. It is you who must make a
decision since you will not be able to enter the kingdom of the beyond
a er your death if you side with the adversary, but you will have to repeat
the process through the creation of the new earth according to My eternal
counsel. Do not expect the end in the future, get used to the idea that
the present time will lead to the end, that you will be aﬀected and that
everything will come upon you as seers and prophets predicted according
to My will. I can only ever draw your attention to it and as conﬁrmation of
My Word speak to you from above, and I will implement it shortly because
there is not much time until the end.
I will inform you, whose will to serve Me made you My Own, once again of
this just before the end, so that you will not experience the day unprepared,
for even though you believe that My Word is truth you are still not taking
My prediction seriously enough, you are still counting on a reprieve and
not on My speedy arrival which, however, is about to happen to you. Yet
you will yearn for My arrival when the time of the battle of faith comes and
you enter the last stage of this earthly period. en you will have learned to
despise the world, you will have no further desire for earthly possessions,
you will only yearn for My Word, and I will also always be with you in
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the Word and comfort you until the day when I will appear in the clouds,
when your adversi has reached huge proportions and help can only come
from Me. You must take it for granted that you will experience this time
if I won't recall this or that servant of Mine prematurely, according to wise
judgment. You will all be surprised as to how quickly events will unfold,
which I predicted long in advance through the voice of the spirit. And once
I appear the end will come upon you with giant strides. Anyone who is
profoundly faithful will inwardly rejoice despite hardship and suﬀering,
for he will know that he will be compensated one day, that sooner or later
all adversi will have an end and that a new era will start again with the
paradise, as I have promised ....
Amen

BD 8066

received 21.12.1961

2 Peter 3:10 ....
e day of the Lord will come like a thief in the night ....
e day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night .... the day when I will
reveal Myself to humani with a voice of thunder which will be heard by
everyone and which no human being will be able to avoid .... For sooner or
later the act of transforming the earth will have to take place, sooner or later
order must be established once again; the earth must again become a place
of education for the souls which should mature fully and reach perfection.
And this day has been planned for eterni , My plan is based on the fact
that a transformation like that will occur one day because the human race
itself will provide the reason for it .... which was certainly recognised by My
wisdom .... And thus My power will also implement the plan and you can
expect this day with certain .... it will bring one period of Salvation to an
end and a new one will start, as it is proclaimed in Word and Scripture ....
Time and again I point this out to you, but since you humans don't believe,
since you don't take My Words seriously, it will take you by surprise, for
even if My adversary reigns on Earth in the last days, even if he brings
people so completely under his control that they lose all faith and in the
end are true devils which oppress My Own and cause them utmost distress,
they will nevertheless be equally horriﬁed when My Own are li ed up
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before their eyes and they realise that they cannot be saved anymore, that
they will fall prey to an act of destruction themselves, that there is no way
out anymore and that the earth will devour them .... For there is no other
way to puri the earth; all living creations will have to be dissolved and the
spiritual substances within be placed into new forms .... a comprehensive
cleansing work has to take place so as to re-establish order, which will also
guarantee progression for the spiritual beings and which will completely
exclude My adversary's activi for a period of time, on account of which he
and his followers will be constrained for a long time.
is day of the end is proclaimed to you humans over and over again, yet
only a few believe in it and even these few have no idea how close it is .... yet
I will repeat My admonitions and warnings until the end, until the end I
will address everyone and draw your attention to it, and until the end every
one of you will still have the opportuni to avoid the horror of this end ....
And therefore don't pi those who leave you, whom I take from this life
prematurely .... don't pi them, for their fate is better than yours who live
until the end and don't believe .... ey still have the opportuni to attain
light in the beyond, but the former continue to descend ever deeper, for I
know that they would also choose the path to the abyss in the kingdom of
the beyond, that they would not make use of the blessings of an early death;
a er all, I know the state of every soul and accordingly also shape its earthly
destiny. And even if it is diﬃcult to believe in an end of this earth, people
will nevertheless have no excuse for they should only live righteously, then
their end will not result in their banishment into hard matter, then they
will either belong to My Own, whom I will return to the new earth, or they
will still be recalled before and then they will not go astray either .... But it is
better that they prepare themselves for an approaching end, that they take
the possibili into account of being suddenly faced by an act of destruction
from which there will be no more escape .... Anyone who reﬂects on these
thoughts just once will certainly also ﬁnd the path to Me, to the Creator of
heaven and earth, Who brought everything forth from Him and therefore
can also destroy everything again .... And I would like to rescue all of you
from ruin; consequently I will bring the ﬁnal work of destruction on earth
home to you time and again .... And anyone who believes will not have to
fear this day either, for he will prepare himself, and even if he is still weak
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and not perfect, he will nevertheless ﬁnd a merciful Judge Who will not
condemn him but help him attain eternal life ....
Amen

BD 3950

received 02.01.1947

Reason and forces of earth's disintegration (Nuclear energy) ....
All conditions for the creation of a new earth have to be in place before
the old earth will be disintegrated, that is, before a total change of its outer
shape can take place. e earth eﬀectively has to go through a disintegration process which releases all spiritual substances bound therein so
that they can take on new forms in creations which enable their continued
development. us the process of ﬁnal devastation has to be so powerful
that one can speak of a total disintegration of matter. is cannot just apply
to individual stretches of land, but eruptions have to take place within the
earth's core which will spread into all directions, so that the whole of the
earth's surface will be aﬀected, that therefore nothing will remain of what
previously existed but that everything will be dissolved into their smallest
components.
And this will be caused by people themselves .... they will become embroiled in a scientiﬁc area which is beyond their intellectual capaci . ey
don't know the natural laws and their eﬀects to enable their investigation
of such an area and thus they will activate forces which they themselves will
be unable to control. However, I will not stop them, for even this human
will underlies My eternal plan of Salvation, because the period of time the
souls were granted for their salvation will then also have expired.
us the process of the ﬁnal destruction will indeed be triggered by human
will, yet it also corresponds to My will in so far as that it will guarantee
an assured progress for the spirits which are still bound in hard forms
and long to become active, or I could let the experiments fail in order to
divert people's plans. Hence the tests will take place locally yet they will
have no boundary because the released power can no longer be stemmed
and thus its elementary eﬀect will spread into all directions. For the earth
is a limited region, whereas the activated force knows no boundary and
everything aﬀected by it will fall prey to it.
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e consequences of this process are not conceivable to you humans,
besides, it will happen within a space of time which will rob you of all
thoughts, unless you belong to the small ﬂock of My Own who observe the
last work of destruction, because it is My will that they shall witness the
end of this earth. But you can get a faint idea if you imagine an explosion
taking place which leaves nothing that is assembled in existence, which
thus totally destroys everything and dissolves it into smallest atoms. Yet
preceding this process, which only takes a few moments, are tremors and
outbreaks of ﬁre which completely suﬃce to throw people into utter panic
because they are facing certain death. And now it can also be understood
that nothing can stay behind, that no creation will continue to exist, but
that only matter dissolved into smallest atoms will remain which will be
shaped again by My will and My might into unimaginable creations in
which the spirits'process of development will continue.
And again there will be creations in various degrees of solidi , yet the
hardest matter will shelter the spiritual essence which had populated the
old earth and completely ignored its spiritual development. For these souls
cannot expect a continued development in the spiritual kingdom, they will
have to take the path through the whole of creation again, and thus will
begin a new era of development as soon as the time is fulﬁlled, as soon
as human will insistently wants to release forces which require a diﬀerent
degree of spiritual maturi than the people at the end of this period
of Salvation possess, and who therefore will never express themselves
constructively but only destructively ....
Amen

BD 6812

received 22.04.1957

Indicating the end of an era ....
You will all enter a new stage of development, for one period of Salvation
will come to an end and a new one will start again. It has been said to
you many times already without ﬁnding credence amongst people. And
yet it is of greatest signiﬁcance that you believe in it, because you will
decide for yourselves as to whether you will advance or regress in your
development, and because you will be aﬀected by two entirely diﬀerent
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destinies: exceedingly lovely and glorious or incredibly painful. Life will
no longer go on as monotonously as before .... the upheaval approaching
you will be so great that you will be unable to imagine it and thus you will
live on indiﬀerently although it is pointed out to you time and again. But
you won't believe what My messengers proclaim to you and one day will
bitterly regret that you did not accept and comply with the advice given to
you. My Word is the only way to draw your attention to it, consequently I
keep talking to you through a human mouth and only want to ﬁnd enough
belief so that you will become thoughtful and give account to yourselves
about your way of life. But who listens to My Word? Who recognises it as the
Father's voice Who wants to save His children from ruin? People's spiritual
pride is so great that they overestimate their own thinking, that they don't
want to accept anything, they don't believe to need any instructions and are
satisﬁed with dead teachings which have lost all sancti ing strength. And
those who claim to be My representatives on earth have too little contact
with Me themselves, otherwise they would be able to hear the same Words
from Me and would let Me speak through their mouths, in which case they
would proclaim the same to their listeners as I announce time and time
again: that you are facing a signiﬁcant turning point, earthly and spiritually
....
You humans plan far in advance, you create and work as if you had an
inﬁnitely long time at your disposal .... You don't want to believe in the
conclusion of an era which is nevertheless approaching you shortly. us
you are tirelessly active in an earthly sense .... But what are you doing for
your souls? Why don't you consider it in the same way since you know, a er
all, that you will have to die one day and you cannot take any of your earthly
possessions with you into the kingdom of the beyond? But since I tell you
that all people's lives will come to a sudden end it should prompt you into
working harder at improving your souls and make you realise the futili
of earthly hunting and striving .... But you do not believe and cannot be
forced into this belief. Even so, you shall hear it time and again from Me
through My messengers who bring you My Word .... You shall not be able
to say that you remained without knowledge; you shall not be able to say
that you were taken by surprise, thus time and again people will cross your
path admonishing and warning you, and the happenings surrounding you
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will also contribute towards making you thoughtful .... And blessed is he
who takes notice of it and prepares himself for a change that will occur ....
He will truly thank Me one day that I pointed the forthcoming out to him
.... for the time granted to humani to attain spiritual perfection has come
to an end ....
Amen

BD 8748

received 09.02.1964

e end of a period of Salvation is assured to you ....
You are granted a speciﬁc length of time in order to attain your perfection,
and that means as much as that the individual periods of development in
My eternal plan of Salvation were ﬁxed to last a certain time, consequently
it means that I Myself will bring such a period of development to conclusion
once the time has come to an end, for all My reign and activi takes place
in lawful order, as was recognised by My wisdom to be good and successful.
My decisions never change because profound wisdom and inﬁnite love
determined all events, and I have limitless power at My disposal in order
to implement what I foresaw to be expedient. However, the beginning and
the end of a period of development are so far apart that it is no longer
possible for people to establish the start and thus they also deem an end
impossible, therefore it simply remains a matter of faith to accept this
teaching .... And neither should a human being be forced into changing his
will due to some kind of evidence, and for that reason a veil has to remain
spread across the most profound secrets of creation .... Nevertheless, one
day the time will arrive when one period of Salvation comes to an end,
and this is constantly pointed out to humani through seers and prophets
which I repeatedly awaken on earth in order to speak to people about
things which cannot be explored by human intellect alone .... Ever since
the start of such a period attention has been drawn to the fact that it will
also come to an end eventually, yet such references rarely met with belief
and people did not allow themselves to be inﬂuenced by it to change their
way of living if the latter did not correspond to My will .... Such prophesies
seemed implausible to them, and neither was it possible to force them into
accepting teachings of that nature .... But regardless of how much time
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passes, sooner or later all references to the end of a developmental epoch
will come true, and people must take into account that a new era will start
again, what is old will pass away and something new will arise .... even if
they are incapable of imagining such a renewal. But very few people dwell
on this, and these few will delve deeper into My plan of Salvation and
receive enlightenment from My side and therefore will also be convinced
that an earthly period will come to an end, since due to their will for Me
they also penetrate all correlations .... You humans have been granted a
period of time in which to change yourselves, to return to Me. And this
path of return was inﬁnitely long, since before your existence as a human
being you already lived on earth in other works of creation .... yet only in the
human state are you aware of your life, you are only conscious of yourselves
when you are human beings, whereas prior to this your self-awareness was
missing and therefore you are oblivious to the time before your human
existence. Even so, the time granted to you would have completely suﬃced
for you to become the kind of being again which you were when you ﬁrst
came forth from Me .... .
If, however, you have not reached your goal then it will be your own failure
and you will have to accept the consequences, for with untiring patience
and greater than great love I helped you to ascend step by step, and I
only gave you free rein for a very short time so that you, in complete
freedom, were able to turn your steps towards Me of your own accord, that
you voluntarily .... for love .... would come to meet Me in order to then
always and forever be able to remain with Me as My child .... But I had
to allow you this freedom, for it was the basic condition which enabled
`living creations'to become `children', and it was indeed easy for you to
pass this last test of will because you received an abundance of blessings,
since I pursued you with My love and le no stone unturned to encourage
your return to Me for good .... But the time granted to you has expired
now and the law must fulﬁl itself .... Even if you humans don't want to
believe it, the end of this period of development will come with absolute
certain , yet only the few which I will carry away on the last day will grasp
it in its whole signiﬁcance, in their spiritually awakened state they will
understand the correlations and thus have become My Own on earth ....
e others, however, will suddenly see themselves faced by death and be
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utterly unable to judge what is happening around them, what the spiritual
implications are, for in their spiritual blindness they neither recognised
their wrong way of life nor Me as God and Creator and had been lifeless
creatures even before they fall prey to physical death .... But the time I
predetermined for this earth and its inhabitants is over, and only My Own
will survive and inhabit a new earth so that the eternal plan of Salvation
.... the return for all once fallen spirits through My great creation .... will
continue to return some of the fallen beings back to Me for good again.
Yet untold suﬀering and immense misery will always precede the end of
a developmental period, and precisely this indication should make those
people think who pay attention to world events .... But people still opposed
to Me don't see the suﬀering, instead they only see earthly pleasures, good
living standards, economic development and solely strive towards earthly
possessions .... And these, therefore, can only be shaken up and brought to
their senses through natural disasters which cause tremendous devastation
and destroy people's earthly commodities and possessions. Consequently,
don't be surprised if many such disasters still come upon you, for they are
the last means to galvanise those people who lethargically exist in their
worldly sense of securi and in physical comfort and who approach a
dreadful end if they won't change anymore, which can only be achieved
through a disaster which will not be caused through human will but gives
clear evidence of a Power which they would only need to acknowledge in
order to be saved for eterni ....
Amen

BD 8112

received 28.02.1962

Puriﬁcation of earth ....
I want to puri the earth and turn it into a place of peace again, where
love will reign and where I will be able to stay amongst My Own because
their love for Me allows Me to do so .... But ﬁrst a puriﬁcation process has
to take place, My adversary's activi has to be stopped, and thus he has
to be chained up together with his followers .... that is, all souls enslaved
by him have to be banished into hard matter again, all spiritual substances
on the path of higher development have to be placed into forms which
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correspond to their state of maturi ; and thus My adversary has lost all
power, for the spiritual substances which will travel the path across earth
in the state of compulsion again will have been removed from him .... and
the people whose will he was able to inﬂuence have turned away from him
and came back to Me for good, so that they, as root of the new human race,
can no longer be bothered by him. All power, which he associates with his
adherents, has been taken from him, for he has no control over the spiritual
substances bound in matter, in the creations of earth .... And there will be
peace on earth again for a long time ....
Hence it has to be preceded by a puriﬁcation process, and this will come
about through a work of destruction of inconceivable proportions, for a
total transformation of the entire earth's surface will occur, all creations
will be disintegrated and shaped anew, which also means the downfall of
all people and living beings, the disappearance of everything that shelters
spiritual substances .... Although the creation work `Earth'will indeed
remain yet the power of natural forces will penetrate far into the core,
dissolve the solid matter and give all constrained spirits the opportuni to
receive new forms. For everything has become disorderly because people
live and act in complete opposition to My eternal order .... Consequently,
everything has to be arranged anew, which ﬁrst requires the disintegration
of the works of creation which, to you humans, is the same as your downfall,
for no-one will survive the end apart from those who will be taken away by
Me before the end ....
Yet this last event will only be dreadful for the human being, because his
soul will be banished into solid matter again, whereas the development
of all other spiritual substances can only advance, for new forms will be
created for all spiritual substances to shelter them .... And the creations on
the new earth will be incomparably delightful, and the spiritual substances
will be given the opportuni to be of active service again whereby all spirits
will be able to ascend and time and again change their present form.
is work of transformation of the old earth is about to happen to you
humans .... And although you don't know the day and the hour, you, who
do not want to be doomed, who want to belong to Me and not suﬀer the
dreadful judgment of a new banishment, should prepare yourselves for the
end .... Believe that you live in the time of the end and consider the thought
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that you are creating your own fate .... that you can exceedingly blissfully
live a glorious life in the paradise of the new earth .... but that you can also
descend into utter darkness, if you are not granted the grace to be called
back before in order to still ﬁnd the opportuni of ascent in the beyond ....
And take your psychological work seriously, that is, live a life of unselﬁsh
neighbourly love and you will thereby establish the bond with Me and
without doubt be saved from this downfall. Time and again I will send you
My messengers to admonish and warn you, and time and again you will
hear of or be aﬄicted by all kinds of misfortunes and disasters, for they all
are reminders for you to consider a sudden departure and your souls'fate, if
it has not yet reached the state to enter My kingdom of light and beatitude
....
I don't want you to go astray, I want you to achieve eternal life, but you
humans live irresponsibly, you don't consider Me and neither do you
consider your soul's fate a er the death of your body .... And your attention
shall repeatedly be drawn to the fact that you are approaching a dreadful
fate .... that you, banished into hardest matter again, will have to start the
path of evolution all over again in inexpressible agony and distress .... but
that you will be able to prevent this fate if you listen to Me, if you believe
those who proclaim in My name that you are shortly before the end .... For
the time is fulﬁlled and it will come to pass as it is proclaimed in Word and
Scripture ....
Amen

BD 5398

received 23.05.1952

Last judgment ....
Listen to Me when I speak to you humans through the mouth of a servant:
An inevitable judgment is about to happen to you. Nothing can avert this
judgment from you anymore, for the time is fulﬁlled, a period of Salvation
has expired and a new one shall start again, so that higher development
of the spirits will be able to continue, since it has considerably slowed
down due the human being's free will, who is no longer aware of his real
purpose and therefore does nothing to further his complete maturation on
earth, who even frequently prevents the progress of the spiritual substance
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bound within matter because he is spiritually utterly unenlightened. You
humans, pay attention to the call from above: e last Judgment is about
to happen .... Your lack of belief will not halt it, for it was planned by My
love and wisdom from the start, ﬁrstly, in order to help the still bound
spiritual substance to achieve freedom one day, and for another, in order to
place the more liberated spirit, the human being, into a state he has created
for himself through his will .... Freedom or renewed banishment, blissful
activi in the spiritual kingdom or languishing in the matter he himself
desired during his life on earth. You humans, listen to Me and believe Me,
you are approaching the end .... I already announced the end to you long in
advance so that you could prepare yourselves. But now the time has come
when My announcements will be fulﬁlled, now the day comes ever closer
which will be the last day on this earth for all of you .... the day, when the
external shape of the old earth will be completely changed, which means
destruction and annihilation of every work of creation on it.
You humans know of this, because the prophesies about the end of the
world did not remain concealed from you, yet you never want to associate
this with your time, you never believe yourselves to be aﬀected by it, until
the day takes you by surprise. But I don't want you to be taken unawares
and experience this day entirely unprepared .... And thus I keep giving you
the information from above time and again, I inform you through a human
being's spirit what is about to happen to you. I would tell you far more, but
if you don't believe this then more knowledge will not beneﬁt you either,
because you would only misuse it for worldly gain and this would not help
your soul. Nevertheless, you should at least know that you can avert the
worst from yourselves if you appeal to Me for help. Even if you call upon
Me at the last minute you will still receive help, although in a diﬀerent way
than you expect. I will send My angels to fetch those who speak My name
with complete conﬁdence that they will be helped, yet I will not thwart
My eternal plan of Salvation .... it will proceed as it is proclaimed in Word
and Scripture .... e last Judgment will be the end of this earth, the goats
will be separated from the sheep, the realm of the earth will receive all that
pertains to Satan and I, as good shepherd, will gather My sheep and lead
them to green pastures, the earth will be desolate and bare, without any
life whatsoever .... it will wait for the working of My love and then new
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creations will emerge again which will reshape it into the paradise of Eden
once more .... a new earth will arise which will be inhabited by a happy
human generation, and all hardship will have ceased for those people who
proved their love and loyal to Me in the last days before the end ....
Amen

BD 8304

received 20.10.1962

Destruction of Earth ....
One thing is certain, My Word is and will remain truth and you humans
need not doubt that which has originated from Me. Since the time is
constantly coming closer which concludes one period of Salvation so that a
new one can begin, the clariﬁcations will also be given to you increasingly
less veiled, and shortly before the end I will initiate you into My eternal
plan of Salvation and inform you about things which have so far remained
concealed to you because this knowledge was not necessary for the salvation
of your souls. But now the time has come when My plan of Salvation will
be implemented as far as it concerns the transformation of earth, which
has become unsuitable as a place of education for the spiritual beings and
which therefore has to be restored so that it will be able to fulﬁl its purpose
again. You must bear in mind that My love also applies to the spiritual
substance which is still bound in the works of creation and that I also
want to give new forms to this spiritual substance in order to facilitate its
higher development. For these bound spirits have already languished for
an inﬁnitely long time in the hard matter which makes up the earth, i.e.
all creations on it .... And this hard matter as well as the bound spirits
within the earth must one day be dissolved, respectively released, so as to
be able to enter new forms, and therefore the work of destruction will be on
a humanly incomprehensible scale; consequently a total disintegration of
all earthly creations can be spoken of, although it should be borne in mind
that the material building blocks will remain but eﬀectively unconstrained
until I shape them into forms again to serve the spirits as a cover once more
.... us the creation work Earth will not cease to exist, because all that
which was dissolved shall be held and shaped into new forms again by My
will, on account of which one can speak of a new earth .... Concluding this
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period of Salvation is an act of greatest mercy for all spiritual beings on
earth and those bound in the works of creation, which signiﬁes a complete
transformation but not the disappearance of the planet Earth ....
However, this transformation will only be recognisable on the earth's surface, because people would be unable to detect or follow the process of the
inner change even if they were able to consciously observe the transformation. But the latter will not be the case, for it will be the work of an instant,
because all the conditions already exist to animate the new creations with
the spiritual substance which has reached the appropriate degree of maturi ; for all these tiny particles are present and need only be placed into
external forms again which are beneﬁcial for them. All the same, you humans cannot possibly imagine this ﬁnal work of destruction, although you
yourselves give rise to it through your anti-divine experiments to penetrate
the earth's interior in order to avail yourself of forces which you cannot
control as yet and whose ramiﬁcations you don't know .... But neither will
I stop you since the time I designated for the past period of Salvation has
also come to an end .... Yet time and again I emphasise the fact that I will
leave nothing in the old state and that no living being will survive, and that
I will also give the still constrained spirits their temporary freedom, which
therefore implies that even the hardest matter must one day release the
spiritual substance and for this purpose has to be dissolved too, in order to
harden anew and to shelter spirits again, as is My will .... Since matter itself
is only spiritual substance at the start of its development it can therefore
not cease to exist either, and therefore the creation work `Earth'will not
vanish but only be transformed, and you can believe these Words even if
the whole process of the end of the old earth is still incomprehensible for
you .... However, everything is possible for Me and everything is based on
My inﬁnite love .... If you therefore only regard My work of destruction
as an act of cruel on My part you are still far removed from the right
realisation .... Yet you only ever want to see humani 's destiny and fail to
take the spirits bound in hard matter into account for whom the moment
of liberation from their present form also has to come one day, so that their
higher development can also take place according to My plan of eterni ....
And because this end is constantly coming closer I Am informing you of
My plan of Salvation, so that you will not belong to those who forfeit the
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blessings of existing as a human being on earth and run the risk of being
banished into the creations again .... And I truly instruct you in all truth yet
it will only be accepted by the person who wants to know the truth and has
the sincere will to reach his goal on this earth ....
Amen

BD 7754

received 24.11.1960

e transformation work of Earth ....
In My plan of eterni the day is determined which signiﬁes the end of
this earth, which both earthly as well as spiritually entails a total change.
And My plan will irrevocably be carried out, for I foresaw humani 's low
spiritual level from the start, and thus the plan of Salvation is devised such
that it will time and again include new developmental eras, as My love and
wisdom foresaw this to be good for the spiritual beings which are intended
to advance in their maturi .... us one developmental period comes to an
end and a new one will start again .... e end of the earth can never purely
be regarded as a work of destruction. It also must be realised that the still
bound spiritual substances also need help to continue their development
and that therefore the creation of a new earth has become necessary, which
ﬁrst requires the disintegration of the old works of creation on earth. But
I will not let anything come upon humani without announcing it in
advance so that they can prepare themselves for it, so that they can still
do what it takes in order to avoid the dreadful fate of a new banishment,
which will meet those people who fail, who exist without faith in Me and
who therefore have not used their life on earth to liberate themselves. Time
a er time I announce the end to people, and again and again I point out
the signs which reveal the last days .... time a er time I warn those people
who carelessly and thoughtlessly live from day to day and through seers
and prophets refer them to the near Judgment, for the day of the end was
set from the start because I foresaw that a spiritual change for the better
will not happen anymore and because people's low spiritual level requires
an end.
And thus all references, all prophesies, concerning a near end should only
ever be considered to be loving gestures of admonition and warning by
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which your God and Creator would still like to save you before it is too
late .... I truly don't want your downfall, I want you to live forever and still
obtain this life on earth. But you don't take any notice of what I let you
know and have predicted since the beginning of the epoch .... You transfer
all these announcements into the future and don't take into account that
one day even the future will become the present .... And the time has
come when My Word is fulﬁlling itself, when My plan of Salvation is being
carried out .... And no matter how much you doubt when the near end
is announced to you .... it will take you by surprise because the time has
come to an end. Even if a thousand years are like a day before Me .... this
day will also come to an end, just as the thousand years will pass by, and
you are standing at the verge .... It is you who will experience the end if I
don't recall one or the other of you prematurely for their own sake .... You
should always bear the near end in mind, you should live as if every day
is your last, as if you will have to justi yourselves the next day. And you
will truly do well by turning your thoughts heavenwards, by considering
the spiritual life more than the earthly one .... for then you will not need
to dread an end either, you will calmly look ahead to whatever approaches
you. But you will also believe that the end of this earth has come .... You
will recognise the signs of the time and appeal to Me for strength .... and
you will certainly be saved from ruin ....
Amen

BD 6052

received 14.09.1954

Last Judgment ....
Act of love and righteousness ....
It is not just My righteousness alone which demands a recompense and
therefore imposes the last Judgment upon the human race .... it is far more
determined by My love which foresees its inevitable descent into the abyss
and wants to put a stop to it. For even if the earth remained in its old form,
even if I delayed the Judgment .... it would only damage people's souls
which would not beneﬁt thereby but enter into a darkness that would be
impenetrable for an inﬁnitely long time. e last Judgment on this earth is
an act of love by Me too .... in My eyes this act is people's only salvation if
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I don't want to leave them entirely at the mercy of their destiny, i.e., to My
adversary. It is, in the true sense of the word, a rescue mission which one
day you will certainly understand but at your present low spiritual level
do not appreciate. e last Judgment and the disintegration of this earth
are, in fact, far more determined by My love than by My righteousness ....
although this also will have to emerge so as to establish order again, since
this is totally disrespected and has to lead to greatest chaos. e individual
person can certainly still restore his own order again; he can still become
aware of his task and his purpose and strive to live accordingly .... and the
last Judgment will not aﬀect him so much that he would have to dread it;
for him, too, the last Judgment will only be a demonstration of love because
he will be transferred into another life .... be it on earth or in the spiritual
kingdom .... a life which will make him happy. And in order to still achieve
this with individual people I make it known time and again what the earth
and its inhabitants will have to expect .... and good for him who takes these
indications seriously and rearranges his life; good for him who will make
the eﬀort to live in divine order .... For he will also understand My last
rescue operation and regard it as an act of love, since as a result of his life
he will also gain the understanding for all events which will take place due
to My will and My might.
Only I know the result of an utterly godless way of life, and this is why I
must intervene, because My love wants to rescue everyone or provide them
with the possibili to free themselves from Satan's control, which can only
happen if I bind him Myself .... by putting an end to his activi .... e fact
that innumerable people will lose their lives when the last Judgment on
earth occurs may well seem cruel to you humans; but it is only an enforced
interruption of that which will inevitably lead to death .... so that the souls
will at least have the possibili to come back to life again one day .... while
it is Satan's goal to keep you forever in his possession. My love, therefore, is
the reason for the end of this earth and the destruction of all created beings
thereon, and My righteousness will then place the spiritual substances into
external forms which correspond to their conduct on earth .... I will put
everything right again .... in accordance with My eternal order and will give
all spiritual beings the external form they deserve. Only when you humans
know the meaning and purpose of earthly life and your task will you ﬁnd
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My reign and activi comprehensible, for there is more at stake than your
physical life, it concerns the whole of eterni , it concerns the life of the soul
for which spiritual death is the most appalling state. And I want to protect
it from this death and therefore have to use means which make you doubt
My love and yet are only based on My love. I cannot force you into another
way of life, I can only admonish and warn you through My Word, which
comes as a direct address to earth, and thus all people are being addressed
by Me through the mouth of a servant devoted to Me .... I can only draw
your attention to the consequences of a wrong way of life and with Words
of love try to entice you to enter the right path .... If, however, all these
reproaches are in vain, My sentencing Fatherly hand will have to intervene
in order to protect you from the worst .... For order must be restored again
on earth, so that it will become a place of education for the spiritual beings
once more, so that the souls can fully mature according to their destination
....
Amen

BD 8624

received 23.09.1963

Destruction of earth is the result of experiments ....
e ﬁnal work of the earth's destruction will be triggered by you humans
yourselves. And I will not stop you, because I also consider the spiritual
substance which, as a result of this work of destruction, will be liberated
from matter and able to continue its process of development in new forms
on the new earth. You have been informed of this several times already
and yet have little belief, for the whole event is simply unimaginable to
you. Nevertheless, it is the conclusion of a period of development which
will lead to a new period, so that the work of return can once again
successfully proceed in lawful order, which was no longer evident before
the destruction of the old earth. My adversary completes his last satanic
work by inﬂuencing people to do something which he has no power to do
himself: to destroy works of creation .... in the belief to thereby release the
constrained spirits and take control of them. He manipulates people and
induces them to carry out all kinds of experiments which, however, will fail
with devastating eﬀect due to peoples'lack of knowledge. For people dare
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to experiment without having explored the outcome .... they will unleash
forces they cannot control and consequently are doomed to die. And with
them the creation work earth, too, will be subject to enormous destructions
.... e entire earth's surface will totally change, all works of creation on
earth will fall prey to destruction, the eﬀects will penetrate to the core of
the earth, and thus one can speak of a destruction of enormous proportions
although people themselves will not be able to observe it, apart from the
small ﬂock which I will lead away from earth beforehand into a realm of
peace.
I Myself would never allow such destruction if thereby I would not gain
new opportunities of salvation for the still constrained spiritual substance,
which already languishes for an inﬁnitely long time in hardest matter .... Yet
continued development would also be possible for this spiritual substance
if people would not reverse the lawful order and always just live up to their
helpful task on earth .... But people no longer live within divine order, and
therefore My adversary exerts great inﬂuence over them and impels them
to start a process in the hope to gain the return of the constrained spirits
to him. And I will not stop him, since it still depends on every person's
own free will to comply with My adversary's inducement .... Nevertheless,
regardless of what people do, I will always know how to utilise the eﬀects
of their actions correctly. For even the world of darkness is subject to Me
and My might, and it will have to serve Me while at the same time take
part in My work of return, if only unconsciously. But I know the direction
of humani 's will since eterni and was able to incorporate it in My plan
of Salvation .... I know when the moment in time has come when spiritual
progress can no longer be expected ....
I also know when the time has come to liberate the constrained spiritual
substances, and therefore will not prevent people's activi when they set
an enormous work of destruction into motion due to their misguided will,
which aims for My adversary, and thus people are his willing instruments.
For he himself is unable to destroy any work of creation, he cannot dissolve
any kind of matter and all power over the spirits has been taken away from
him. is is why he tries to regain it, and people who belong to him contribute themselves towards the disintegration of matter .... at ﬁrst through
countless experiments which then take on proportions which matter can
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no longer withstand .... But I allow the spirits captivated therein to be set
free, if only at the expense of humani , which itself has reached a spiritual
low that requires a new banishment into matter .... And irrespective of
what My adversary and the people who belong to him will undertake ....
in the ﬁnal analysis it will nevertheless serve the progress of the spiritual
substances again, which is meant to reach perfection one day. erefore
My plan of Salvation will surely be implemented, as it is proclaimed in
Word and Scripture ....
Amen

BD 4731

received 01.09.1949

Experiments towards the end of the earth ....
Activating forces ....
ere is a set limit to how far people can go in their conduct towards what
My creative spirit has brought forth. us, as soon as they presumptuously
want to change natural creations, every one of which was given its purpose by Me, then people's attitude towards Me becomes irrational, they
underestimate My wisdom and My might, believing themselves able to
dismiss both and thereby sin against Me Myself as well as against what I
have created. And then the limit I have set will be transgressed, and thus
humani will destroy itself, because their scholars will draw the wrong
conclusions and the consequences of their experiments will be disastrous.
People believe that they have the right to explore everything I kept hidden from them in recognition of their immaturi for such knowledge ....
e earth in its core is and will remain inexplorable for people until the
end. Furthermore, forces of gigantic power are kept bound by Me in the
earth's core so as not to endanger the earth's continued existence, only that
eruptions ensue from time to time to allow these powers a brief outburst in
order to give spiritual substances capable of development the opportuni
to take shape above the earth and thus start their path of ascent. ese
forces unleash themselves with My approval, and therefore their eﬀects are
intended in My eternal plan of Salvation.
e extent of an eruption will always be limited when it happens in
accordance with My will, but human determination will never be able to
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stop it, human will can never be the cause of it since no-one is able to explore
cause and eﬀect. Yet in the last days people will presumptuously penetrate
the earth deeply for reasons of research in order to release unfamiliar
energies with the intention of utilizing them proﬁtably, and won't consider
the fact that they lack the knowledge and intellectual capaci for such
experiments.
Hence they will have no respect for My works of creation, they will penetrate an area which is quite naturally closed to them and wanting to
investigate it can be called an impertinence, from a purely earthly point
of view. But from a spiritual point of view it will mean entering the territory of the lowest spirits whose banishment I recognised as necessary and
which will then therefore be unlawfully invalidated by people, that is why
revoking My eternal order will have unimaginable consequences.
eir manipulations will aim to utilise earth forces against which every
resistance gives way, and which therefore can be used for all experiments.
But people won't consider that these forces are capable of disintegrating
everything within their reach .... they won't take account of their power
against which human will and intellect are futile. ey will open locks
which can never be closed again once they have been breached, for the area
people want to enter is unfamiliar to them and they don't know its laws ....
e earth's core cannot be researched in this way and every such attempt
will backﬁre, not just on the researchers but on the whole human race
.... For the limits I have set may not be exceeded according to My eternal
order, which always favours progress but never destruction, and thus its
infringement also has to have the opposite eﬀect!
Satan himself will put these thoughts into the people of the last days, he
will urge them to undertake this plan, for he knows that the destruction of
creation will end the spirits'progress, which is his endeavour in his blind
hatred against Me and all spirits striving towards Me. Yet even this plan,
albeit evil, will be an inadvertent service .... he will fall in with My eternal
plan of Salvation .... A new earth will arise where the development will
continue, whereas everything satanic will once again be banished into its
creations ....
Amen
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BD 6081

received 17.10.1954

Success at the end of an earth-period ....
Scientists ....
e end of a developmental period will always have come when people
have le the divine order, in as much as they feel themselves entitled to
intervene in God's plan of Creation because they don't believe in God as
a creative power and deem themselves capable of controlling everything
in existence themselves .... people certainly received the creative spirit as a
birthright from God and can considerably increase this inheritance, with
divine assistance they can also achieve the seemingly impossible and still
remain within the divine order .... as long as they receive the strength for
their creativi from God .... But they will instantly step out of this order if
all their plans are purely worldly orientated ....if they set themselves apart
from God as the creative power and thus conduct their experiments purely
rationally .... if they use the divine creation itself as test objects and thereby
turn themselves into henchmen of God's adversary whose objective it is to
destroy divine creations. At the end of an earth period the world is always
full of earthly wisdom ....
Science believes to have found the key to all ﬁelds and the spiritual path
will only rarely have been taken, which God has indicated in order to attain
the right knowledge .... Without Him, however, all paths are dangerous,
without Him the results are doubtful and people more or less enter danger
zones, because they are guided by the one who does not want progress but
destruction .... who lets people believe that they are constructively active
while they are digging their own graves .... and contribute towards the
ruin of the old earth. For the apparently scientiﬁc progress is his work, the
work of God's adversary, he impels people into extreme intellectual activi
without divine support. ey will harness natural forces yet in a diﬀerent
way than is intended by God's will .... ey will leave the divine order and
the consequences of this will reveal themselves ....
God, however, has foreseen humani 's will and activi since the beginning
and therefore keeps referring to what will come to pass time and again,
for He knows when and where the consequences of human thought and
activi will express themselves .... He informs people about their wrong
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thinking and wants to persuade them to entrust themselves to that power
which stands above everything .... He wants to warn them of His adversary's
inﬂuence .... He wants to advise them to remain within the divine order ....
He considers those who acknowledge Him as God and Creator of eterni
and enlightens them about Himself and His opposing power ....
Amen

BD 7630

received 23.06.1960

e ﬁnal work of destruction ....
e ﬁnal work of destruction will be caused by people's own will, nevertheless, I shall not hamper this will .... ﬁrstly, because it is free and shall also
have to justi itself, and secondly, because I based My plan of Salvation
on this free will in a way that it will beneﬁt the continued development
of the spiritual beings .... I truly do not determine people's wrong inclinations and actions; I only let them have absolute freedom which they,
however, misuse by interfering in the laws of nature, by experimenting
with forces which they cannot fully control as yet and whose eﬀects they
therefore don't know. But it is their fault that they conduct experiments
for the wrong reasons, that they are not motivated by thoughts of love to
carry out their intentions .... And for this reason their guilt will have such
terrible consequences .... For it will result in an act of destruction to which
everything living in, on and above the earth will fall prey .... For although
the planet as such will remain the entire surface of earth will nevertheless
become changed, and that will also mean the destruction of all life and all
works of creation on this earth which constrained spiritual substances. And
thus, these spirits will receive their freedom for the time being, they will
be able to escape from their form regardless of the degree of maturi they
had reached. But they will not keep this freedom .... For they will have to
continue their path of development and therefore will be placed into new
forms. And in order to make it possible for the spiritual substances still
bound in the creations to continue with their development I shall allow
the wrong will of people who will cause this work of destruction, but the
human race itself will perish as a result of this wrong will, for only My Own
will survive the ﬁnal destruction, and there will only be a few ....
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e majori of people, however, are already so distant from Me that their
spiritual fate is already decided, for they have reached the lowest point
which excludes further development on this earth .... On account of their
profane state they will give rise to the end of the old earth, and thus it will
come to pass as people want it themselves: everything will be changed yet
only in line with My eternal law of order .... People will indeed initiate
it, yet I Myself will determine or direct the consequences according to
My eternal plan of Salvation, which was based on people's wrong will so
that all wrong thinking shall nevertheless still yield right results .... For
I will direct the consequences according to My will, admittedly it doesn't
correspond to people's will but it serves the spirits'continued development.
And that is My plan, of which I inform you time and again so that each
one of you can shape himself according to this plan while there is still time,
for each one of you can still belong to those who will be saved at the end
.... each person can still shape his nature such that he will belong to `My
Own'.... But he must believe and live a life of love, he must turn his will
to Me, and I will accept him and grant him the strength to achieve the
work of transformation on himself .... en he need not fear the end either,
regardless of how threatening world events seem to evolve .... I protect My
Own in every adversi and danger, I help them in an earthly and spiritual
way, for My Own shall become strong in faith and therefore noticeably
experience My help .... And time and again I announce this to you humans
so that you can prepare yourselves if only you are of good will to live in
order to please Me .... For the end will come without fail because the time
granted to you is over ....
Amen

BD 5655

received 19.04.1953

Total disintegration of the earth ....
Spiritualisation ....
A total disintegration of Earth is not yet intended, but the total transformation of the earth's surface, which certainly also amounts to complete
destruction because nothing of substance will be spared since every form
will be dissolved in order to release the inherent spiritual substance for
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the purpose of entering new forms. e complete disintegration of Earth
amounts to a spiritualisation, and this moment in time has not arrived
as yet, because the earth still serves the imperfect spirits as a place to
attain maturi .... As long as spirits in need of attaining maturi still
require earthly creations the earth will also remain a material world, yet
constantly recurring transformations will be unavoidable, depending on
the souls'state of maturi which are meant to reach perfection on earth.
For the earth, however, the moment of its end will always come when
such a transformation takes place, for then a new developmental era will
start for all spirits, be they embodied in the human being or bound in a
solid shell, because to a certain extent the diﬀerent phases also require
diﬀerent possibilities and those promising to be most successful will repeatedly be created again by God's great love and wisdom. People lack the
knowledge about the individual phases of development, especially during
the last days before the end of every era because people's low spiritual
level .... caused by their lack of love .... also signiﬁes ignorance as well as
complete incomprehension for such oﬀered information. ey liken the
end to a total disintegration of earthly-material worlds .... Yet this time is
not foreseeable for eternities; every individual phase, however, lasts a certain length of time which starts with the emergence of the most manifold
works of creations and ends with their destruction .... which commences
with spiritually highly evolved people and comes to its end again with truly
diabolical ones ....
One phase of development would never accomplish the spiritualisation of
all spiritual beings, for as long as earthly-material creations exist, as long
as the earth still shelters creations, apart from the human being, which
are inferior to him, such as animals, plants and spirits bound in solid
matter, it cannot be totally dissolved, because these spiritual substances
must time and again be given the possibili to reach maturi and to
leave their present form, which in itself already necessitates new phases
once the advancement has come to a standstill. For at the end of every
period of Salvation a spiritualisation of people can no longer be noticed,
and such failure or non-observance of the true purpose of existence on
earth has to be redressed .... these spiritual beings must also be shown a
new way, because with God there is no surrender of that which belonged
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and continues to belong to Him but which must also become the same
again as it originated from God .... For even if it inexorably strives towards
the abyss He will not leave it in this depth but time and again He will
ﬁnd means and ways to lead it back up to the light. us He will never
stop this higher development until even the last of the once fallen spirits
has found its way back to the Father .... And yet there will always be an
`end'again .... an end of every individual phase of speciﬁc duration which
God granted the spiritual beings but which will also come to an end one
day. And this is why you humans cannot carelessly speak of an end of
the world, which has to be understood as a complete transience of God's
creation but you should only look at it as a transformation which, however,
will be so extensive and inclusive that it is inconceivable to you as human
beings and can also only be experienced and observed by God's few loyal
followers who will subsequently testi to God's might and glory on the
new earth .... You humans are approaching such an end even if it appears
doubtful to you and your mind wants to reject it .... But also remember the
still bound spiritual substances, remember all the creations below you and
ask yourselves how these spiritual beings shall attain redemption unless
opportunities are created for them time and again. More so, remember the
people who totally distanced themselves from God and, a er all, cannot
live forever on earth .... en you will understand that God's love, being full
of mercy, tends to all that which is unredeemed and that an apparent work
of destruction is an act of profound mercy, because the succeeding new
creations will oﬀer the lowest fallen spirits the path of higher development
again which can still lead to God one day, if only a er an inﬁnitely long
time ....
Amen
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BD 6799

received 06.04.1957

`Judgment'....
e Word Itself will pass judgment ....
One day you will all have to justi yourselves as to how you valued My
Word which was oﬀered to you by My love. And the Word Itself will be your
judge. But understand this correctly: No punishing judge will put you on
trial; you will merely be transferred to where you belong according to your
state of maturi . And your state of maturi will, in turn, correspond to
your way of life on earth, as to how your will allowed itself to be inﬂuenced
by My Word. For you either entered into heartfelt contact with Me as a
result of My Words of love intended for you or you rejected them again,
leaving your soul unable to change its shape, therefore it can only dwell in
such spheres which also correspond to its nature. e Word Itself will judge
you, for it was given to you by My divine love and irrevocably had to help
you attain full maturi if it were accepted .... Yet the rejection of My Word
is also a rejection of Me Myself, and this repeated rejection can only result
in staying in dark spheres again, because the soul itself shied away from the
light and preferred the darkness. My Word is light and anyone who rejects
it will never reach the light .... But since the human being's will is free it also
voluntarily determines the judgment, namely the state which corresponds
to his resistance and which cannot be called a free one. e soul will be
`judged', that is, it will be moved to where it belongs .... And sooner or
later every person will be oﬀered My Word, everyone will be able to hear it
wherever public sermons are given on behalf of Me and My kingdom. And
I also approach those in My Word who are outside of church communities,
who are thus already on the defensive because they are not approached in
the right way .... Others, again, will become receptive to My direct inner
communication as a result of conversations or the reading of books, and
their thoughts will be guided such that they can deliberate on them .... I try
in every way to enter people's hearts in order to stimulate them to listen to
My Word regardless of where and how it is proclaimed, because the human
being's will decides whether the Word has an eﬀect on him. However, the
hour of accountabili will come sooner or later, the hour which reveals the
state of the soul, and this state will also place it into its appropriate sphere
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.... And thus it will have been judged, because time and time again order
will have to be re-established ....
But blessed are those who listen to Me and My Word, who endeavour to
live according to My will which is revealed to them through My Word ....
Blessed are they, for they will also be judged and their judgment will mean
the hour of entry into unimaginable beatitudes for them, for they, too, will
be assigned to spheres according to their nature and My Word will have
helped them to attain a garment of light, so that they then may move within
the inconceivable abundance of light without ceasing to exist. And light is
beatitude .... Understand this correctly, no merciless judge carries out his
du and plunges the soul into darkness, instead it is a self-chosen destiny
which every soul is approaching, but understand also that this harsh
and agonising fate can be averted by willingly accepting My Word and
complying with it .... and that therefore the `Word Itself 'will pass judgment
on every soul. And this judgment will happen in all righteousness, for
every thought, every activi , the right and the wrong love .... will be
revealed and determines the fate of every individual soul. However, if My
Word is accepted then the transformation of soul will take place on earth
already and thus it need not fear the judgment because it will only result
in light and bliss, whereas the rejection of My Word will even thicken
the darkness surrounding the soul and it will enter the spiritual kingdom
utterly misshapen, consequently its fate cannot be any other than lack of
light and agony ....
Amen

BD 6864

received 03.07.1957

Earth is a place of perdition ....
Devils ....
e opposing prince will deploy all of his vassals in order to gain victory
in the last battle on this earth and in their darkness these beings believe
that they will win. Admittedly, he will be very successful with people on
this earth the closer the Judgment comes, the last day of this earth .... Yet
the apparent victory will be his assured loss, because those he believes
himself to have won will be removed from his inﬂuence and banished
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into matter again in order to advance once more. And many of his vassals
will also be banished into the hard form, since they will have descended
so low that their spiritual substance solidiﬁes, and thus the being forfeits
its self-awareness again and, dissolved into individual tiny particles, must
repeat the process across the earth again. Many of these lower beings will
be incarnated on earth in the last days, and God allowed this to happen
for they, too, should still have the opportuni to ﬁnd redemption during
their life on earth as a human being .... Yet with few exceptions these
beings only use the opportuni to inﬂuence their fellow human beings
in a negative sense, thus they admit openly and freely their aﬃliation to
God's adversary, therefore they can also expect to suﬀer the same fate as he
.... to be bound again for an inﬁnitely long time. Such a being could truly
ﬁnd redemption, because it receives the knowledge of Jesus Christ on earth
and would only have to surrender to Him to liberate itself from its present
lord .... But in their heart of hearts they are wicked and wholly satanically
minded .... And thus the opposing prince works with them and this truly
successfully, insofar as he makes many people's return to God more diﬃcult
since their inﬂuence is far greater than that of the beings'of light which,
on God's instructions, are likewise constantly working on earth, directly or
indirectly. In view of the conditions in the last days many beings of light are
also embodied on earth. is is because both masters ﬁght for people's soul
and both masters will also use all means at their disposal to gain inﬂuence
over the souls ....
And thus the time of the end comes ever closer, and you humans will be
put under ever increasing pressure by the adverse power, the activi of
satanic forces will surface ever more obviously, and calm and peace can
only be found rarely amongst people, for even those who look for peace
will be unable to protect themselves from the inﬂuence of these forces ....
However, they should not let themselves get carried away; they should
humbly endure everything and only ever call upon God for His support
.... ey should entrust themselves to all good spirits to settle seemingly
inevitable arguments, for these are the adversary's weapon to incite people
against each other, to disrupt the peace. And he ﬁnds many people following
suit, who through their conduct demonstrate that they belong to him, who
do not resist being taken possession of by satanic forces and who then will
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also readily accomplish what the latter demand of them. And these will
be atrocities which can only be hatched out in hell, so that true devils will
inhabit the earth in the end and there will be no more space for the few
good people who are faithful and loyal to God. Earth will have become a
place of perdition and therefore will have to be cleansed again from this
spawn of hell .... For it shall serve as a place to mature for the spiritual
beings which are close to attaining perfection, and this is almost no longer
possible anymore. Hence a forcible act of puriﬁcation will have to take
place, and that which the adversary believes himself to have gained will be
removed from his control .... new creations will accept the spirits and the
adversary along with his followers will be bound again .... And peace will
reign on the new earth, which will truly arise as a paradise for all those who
remained loyal to God ....
Amen

BD 6828

received 12.05.1957

Reason for the destruction and new creation ....
Hell - banishment ....
I take pi on the lowest fallen spirit, and time and again will provide a
rescue anchor enabling its ascent, and every soul holding on to it will be
raised up, for it is demonstrating its will to escape the abyss and thus it will
also be allowed to experience its eternal Father's mercy. But there is also a
degree of resistance to Me in the region of the lowest fallen spirits which no
longer allows for a rescue, where the will has not changed in the slightest
and where the spiritual essence has become almost solid and there is no
other possible help but to banish this spiritual essence into matter again
....
is new banishment is also an act of mercy on My part, for without it
the soul would never be able to reach the point again where it has to
pass its last test of will by which it can attain eternal life. e path of
development in the spiritual kingdom has to take place within My divine
order, no phase can be le out, and in the stage of self-awareness .... either
on earth or in the kingdom of the beyond .... the being's will is at all times
decisive .... Consequently, if this is utterly abused I have to constrain the
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soul again and make it take the path through the creations of this earth
in the state of compulsion once more, because I don't want it to remain
in an extremely agonising and wretched state forever. Ever new arising
creations, the continuous growth and decay in nature, is equivalent to the
perpetual change of external forms by the progressing spiritual substance
which steadily approaches its ﬁnal form as a human being on this earth
.... But the spiritual essence which had descended back into the deepest
abyss or which has already been there for an inﬁnitely long time will have
to be placed into the hardest matter at the start of its higher development.
It cannot be placed into already existing creations which serve already
more mature spiritual substances as an abode .... e ﬁrst phase of the
banishment cannot be skipped, instead the path of development has to
start in the external form which corresponds to the unbroken opposition
to Me .... in hardest matter, because this in turn is required by My law of
order.
For this reason new creations have to arise again and again a er long
periods of time to accept these spiritual substances, just as creations having
existed for incredibly long periods of time .... hard matter .... need to be
disintegrated one day in order to release the spiritual substance therein
to continue its path of development in less compact forms .... e periods
of time which pass a er such outright destructions and redevelopment of
earthly creations occur are very long, and as a rule the length of time cannot
be demonstrably established by people either. Furthermore, they lack
the knowledge of the spirits'process of development, of the true purpose
of matter and of the appallingly agonizing conditions in the spiritual
kingdom, even though the word `hell'is known to all people ....
But they don't know what is meant by it in reali , otherwise the total
transformation of earth and its creations would be more credible to them.
Yet it will always remain unveriﬁable to people .... However, a loving and
merciful God aims to save His living creations, He will not leave them in
darkness forever, and My love and mercy is My fundamental nature which
will not ever change. My love and mercy will forever apply to My living
creations which have descended into the abyss, and time and again will ﬁnd
ways and means to rescue them from there. Yet before a new banishment
happens again, every eﬀort will be made by Me and My spiritual co-workers
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so that the souls will take the path of ascent in the spiritual realm in order
to spare them the agonising fate of a new banishment. Yet the will of the
being makes its own decision, and its fate depends on its will. But My plan
of Salvation will be implemented and not be without success .... One day
I will reach the goal, and one day the darkness will also have surrendered
everything, because My love will never end and no being will be able to
resist it forever ....
Amen

BD 3560

received 27.09.1945

Knowing the time of the end ....
It is exceptionally misguided to state that the time of the breakdown will be
in the distant future; this error is detrimental for the souls because they will
pay no attention to the admonitions and warnings of the last days. But it is
equally misguided trying to determine the point in time, for this knowledge
is concealed from people. God always refers to the near end through seers
and prophets in order to encourage people to live according to a quickly
occurring end, in order to make them aware of their responsibili towards
their souls and to constantly prepare themselves for the end. e end is
near, yet no-one but God knows the day. e signs of the time point towards
the end, nevertheless, it will come suddenly and unexpectedly for all people
including the faithful who are knowledgeable and make an eﬀort to live in
accordance with the approaching end. Human mind and human intellect
will never be able to penetrate the divine plan of eterni and therefore
never be able to determine the time nor the manner of the end. Only where
the spirit of God is at work He will instruct people as to how the end will
take place, yet always leaving the day and the hour open when it happens.
For this knowledge is God's prerogative and therefore concealed to people.
e faithful will be able to recognise the time of the end by the low level
of spiritual development, and if they expect the coming of the Lord every
day and enter into heartfelt contact with God they will also sense when the
Day of Judgment is approaching.
But anyone who wants to calculate the time in advance, anyone who
deems himself to know without the obvious working of the spirit, will be
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mistaken in his announcement, people should not believe him for he only
contributes towards increasing the unbelief in the end. Even the forerunner
of the Lord, who will be sent to Earth by God Himself in order to save the
still undecided, even he will not speci a day .... He, too, will proclaim the
imminent end and admonish people to expect it daily and hourly. He will
be enlightened by the spirit of God, and the Father-Spirit, Who speaks in
and through him, truly knows the day and the hour. And yet he, too, will
still keep it secret from people because the knowledge of it will be of no use
to them. And thus the hour will come suddenly and unexpectedly, as it was
proclaimed by God .... His voice will resound in the midst of the euphoria
of the world, to the horror of the unbelievers but to the comfort and joy of
those who are faithful ....
Amen

BD 7040

received 11.02.1958

Messages concerning the continuation of Earth are more likely to be believed ....
You will only be able to work within a small circle at ﬁrst, for the world
is still far stronger than you and will push you aside if you want to come
to the forefront. e will to live is too strong, to live the life which will
not last forever and which only consists of worldly joys. And wherever
this will predominates you cannot prevail, even if you possess the purest
truth. No-one wants to get used to the idea that the earth is facing its end,
that such powerful upheaval will take place on it which will also destroy
all life on Earth .... And therefore they will be more receptive to messages
promising a continuation of Earth, and this explains why messages which
completely contradict My Word conveyed to you from above are being
believed, because people look for and ﬁnd hope and the assurance in these
messages that their life will not suddenly come to an end .... ey will
always more willingly allow themselves to be impressed by those messages
than by the admonitions and warnings you proclaim to them. is is why
the bringers of those messages will meet with far more approval and you
will not be listened to but more likely be treated aggressively. And thus
you should only ever work for Me to the extent I Myself enable you to do
so and never think that you should have to come to the fore in the world.
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e world is and will remain My adversary's realm, and anyone who ﬁnds
appreciation and acclaim in this world also works on behalf of the world
and thus for My adversary.
You have to accept that only a small circle will ever choose Me and My
kingdom .... and that everything great in the world is adverse activi .
Admittedly, My Word conveyed to you by Me shall be spread, and I bless
those who support this work; and My blessing will also rest on your
spiritual activi , so that the hearts of willing people will feel aﬀected and
thus spiritual success will also be achieved. But you will never be able to
accomplish this mission on a large scale, for the adversary can only too
easily slip in where the masses are being approached .... they will never
be like-minded where it concerns the receipt of the pure truth .... but they
will usually agree if worldly-favourable aspects are oﬀered to them. And
humani does see the direction it is heading to, it also recognises the great
danger of scientiﬁc experiments but it tries to allay itself, it believes that it
will be helped through countermeasures of unknown powers because this
is what it wants .... And by doing so it can't see clearly anymore, it allows
itself to be misled and thus gets caught up in the nets of lies by the one who
wants anything apart from that a light should shine for humani to ﬁnd
and take the way to Me. Yet you shall illuminate the darkness with the light
that shines down to earth from above .... Regardless of people's disapproval
you shall time and again proclaim the near end and the preceding last
warning sign, you shall be diligent and use every opportuni to spread
My Word, but you shall work in seclusion, because in public you will have
little success. However, Jesus Christ's act of Salvation shall be mentioned
wherever the opportuni is oﬀered to you, for all people can be informed
of this, even the people of the world who no longer pay attention to Him,
because they know of Him and will only ever hear an old truth which can
aﬀect their conscience, which can also motivate them to form their own
opinion one day. And the will to know the truth will then also make their
hearts receptive to My Word before the end comes ....
Amen
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BD 6689

received 13.11.1956

e near end should be mentioned time and again ....
You should seize every opportuni to mention the near end, for you are
approaching it with giant strides. Admittedly, you will not be believed,
people will laugh at you and mock you, but you should do so all the same,
because people will remember your words as soon as unusual happenings
take place on earth which are inexplicable to them. Even total unbelievers
will recall your words, and amongst them will be a few again who will
take the possibili into account and thus spend thought on it. I know that
you will only meet with little success when you want to convey the Gospel
to them and they will keep their hearts and ears closed .... I also know
that the announcements of the end will ﬁnd even less belief, yet I will not
let anything come upon people without warning and admonishing them
ﬁrst, and for this you shall lend Me your mouth .... For I cannot speak to
them Myself, a er all, their faith is too weak and therefore their hearts are
incapable of hearing My voice. But I can do it through you when you tell
them what My spirit has revealed to you .... e world event will take its
course .... and yet, a few people will relate it to that which they had learned
from you. eir thoughts will have been pointed in the right direction
which may still be a blessing to them in the forthcoming time. You will ﬁnd
little belief .... at, too, is known to Me .... And yet it is better for them to
have been informed than not to have received any indications at all and to
be surprised by the end in complete ignorance .... And this is why every day
is still a gi of grace for humani , for it can still be spiritually utilised, both
by you through your work of spreading enlightenment as well by those
who hear about the Gospel from you. For they would only need to take
your words to heart and then live according to My will .... ey would only
need to make an eﬀort to fulﬁl My commandments of love and would still
be able to achieve much for their souls until the end.
Don't tire and slacken in your work for Me and My kingdom, because in
the last days this is the most urgent work which is more important than all
earthly activi , although your fellow human beings don't look upon it as
work and deny it all merit. But people don't know how useless the work that
they accomplish themselves is if they only work in an earthly sense without
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any spiritual striving, without a spiritual goal .... And you should also draw
their attention to the fact that they will not keep anything, that everything
will perish and that they are wasting their energy of life by only using it
earthly .... they should know that they could use it to obtain spiritual goods
and thereby gather everlasting treasures for eterni .... You will ﬁnd little
belief, however, words once taken up by the heart and intellect can certainly
be forgotten but they will surely appear again and then may still be eﬀective
enough to be taken seriously. Every human being will still be addressed
by Me in the coming time, and you support Me insofar as that you are the
connecting link between them and Me, that you will only voice what I have
to say to them all .... And the events of the time will add to emphasising
your words, therefore always be prepared, My servants on earth, for Me to
call upon you if I need you `to speak on My behalf ....'And don't think that
your work is in vain, because I Myself bless your activi and help wherever
your strength does not suﬃce .... e time until the end must still be used
and every opportuni must still be seized where redemptive work can still
be carried out on a soul so that it will be snatched from the adversary ....
Amen

BD 6882

received 30.07.1957

End Prophecies ....
Are you My Own? ....
Anyone who regards himself as one of My Own also knows that the last
days have started, that humani is facing a spiritual and earthly turning
point. For My Own are informed by the spirit, My Own can be spoken
to by the spirit and hear My voice, either directly or in their thoughts ....
And they also faithfully accept My Word which is given to them by My
messengers and has originated from Me .... us My Own know what time
they live in, they know that the last hour of the world's clock will strike
soon, that night will begin to engulf countless people on this earth and that
a new day will begin to dawn for others, for the few who will remain true to
Me until the end, who belong to My small ﬂock .... which I call `My Own'.
And they still have a task on earth: to inform their fellow human beings
of what earth can expect .... this will not be easy, for despite the fact that
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My Own are convinced of the truthfulness of My Word .... thus also of the
proclamations about the end and the Judgment .... fellow human beings
will not believe them and indignantly turn away when the last days are
mentioned to them. Nevertheless, time and again they should try to point
out that My announced end will not be far away.
And as conﬁrmation of this you should also draw their attention to the
natural disaster which will put the whole world into turmoil beforehand
.... And you should also tell them that the subsequent end can be expected
with the same certain , for through this natural disaster I still want to give
people a ﬁnal warning, a ﬁnal sign, to make it easier for them to believe
what you tell them .... Anyone who is enlightened himself should also let
the light shine into the darkness .... Anyone who believes in Me and My
Word himself should also try to show his fellow human beings the way
to faith, and do so kindly so as not to arouse resistance .... And therefore
the natural disaster will not keep you waiting for very long, since it is
also intended to contribute towards preparing people for the end .... You
should also mention the natural disaster, My intervention, which every
person will be able to take notice of, for it will be of enormous proportions
and cannot be dismissed as an everyday occurrence .... us you should
constantly point to this event and not be afraid to speak about it openly, for
it will come with absolute certain .... And anyone who has heard about it
from you will also ﬁnd it easier to believe in the announced end. us My
Own shall be capable workers for Me, even if their work merely consists of
speaking about the forthcoming events ....
en they will already render Me an immense service, for I want people
to know but can only give them the information through a human mouth,
which they then may or may not believe, but at least they will have heard
of it and will also remember it when the day comes that the whole world
will hold its breath in view of the natural catastrophe which will bring
overwhelming suﬀering to the people who experience it .... Do not fear
that you spread misguided prophesies but speak frankly and openly that I
Myself conveyed them to you and that you ﬁrmly believe in My Words ....
ey will not be able to call you liars, for sooner than they think they will
get the conﬁrmation. Yet people should use this knowledge to shed their
doubts in regards to the proclamations of the end .... With that, much will
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already have been achieved, because then they can prepare themselves and
thus be saved from the abyss ....
Amen
Messages number 6883 and 6884 are lost.
Who was Bertha Dudde?
Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter
of a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to
receive pronouncements from God through the `Inner Word'on 15. June
1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts a er devout
prayer. Understandably this o en gave way to doubt and inner conﬂicts
until I was convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these
exquisitely gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other
words, the love of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them
and introduced me to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my
elementary school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a
dictation in a state of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am
told in shorthand, in order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy.
e procedure does not take place in a state of compulsion, for example in
a state of trance or ecstasy, but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind.
However, I have to want it to happen and then I can receive these dictations
voluntarily; they are neither bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gi s of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God
Himself to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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